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ON THE ALGEBRA OF MEASURABLE OPERATORS

FOR A GENERAL .1ΪF*-ALGEBRA II
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1. Introduction. Let us consider the following problem: Let ΠiWi be the
<:*-sum of a family (Mt) of AW*-algebras, that is, the algebra of all bounded
sequences {# J , ai <Ξ Miy with natural norm and ^-operations (note that ikL = Π Mt

is an AW*-algebra ([ 5 ])) and CΌo(resp. d) be the algebra of "measurable operators"
affiliated with Moo(resp. M4)([ 8 ]), then is it true that €<*> is the complete direct sum
of d{ύιe set of all families x=(xt) with x%z Ct for each z, with the coordinatewise
operations)? S.K.Berberian [ 2 ] showed that it is true when M* is of finite type.

However, we shall show that the answer to this problem is negative in general.
Then we shall define a "locally measurable operator" affiliated with the given
AW*-algebia M(LMO(M))(when M is of finite class or a factor, then any LMO(M)
is a "measurable operator" affiliated with M(MO(M))([ 2 ], [ 8 ])) and show that with
suitable operations, then set 3i{M) of all LMO(M)is a *-algebra in which the set
C(M)oί all MO(M) is naturally imbedded as a *-subalgebra. Moreover we shall
prove: Suppose ΛL is the <:*-sum of a family (Mt) of AV7*-algebras and J#/oo(resp.
JHi) is the algebra of all LMO(MJ)[(τesp. LMO(Af4)), then 3im is the complete
direct sum of the JMi. In the course of the proof, we shall show, along the same
lines with [ 8 ], for any given AW^-algebra M,( 1) 3ί{M) is a Baer*-ring in the
sense of [ 7 ], ( 2 ) every element x of 3ά{M) has a polar decomposition x=w{x*x)1/2,
where w*w and ww* are the right and left projections of ;r(in particular
RP(x)~~LP(x), where RP(x) (resp. LP(x)) is the right (resp. left) projection of x)
and (3 ) if 3i{M) is regular([10], Definition 2. 2), then M is of finite class (an
alternative proof of ([ 6 ]) Theorem) and 3ί{M) = C[M) ([ 2 ] Lemma). Finally we
remark that if M is a semi-finite von Neumann algebra, then any integrable element
of <3ί(M) with respect to a normal trace is necessarily measurable. All other
notations and definitions are referred to [ 8 ].

2. A characterization of the algebra of measurable operators. We
shall start with the following characterization of C(M) for any given AW^-algebra
M. Suppose N is an algebra over the complex numbers with involution *, the unit
element 1 and containing the given AW*-algebra M as a *-subalgebra. Assume
further that (l)xy y zN and aϊ*x+y*y=l9 then xfy^M(2) ίor any x <= N>, l+x*x
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is invertible and [l+x*x)~ι <= M and (3) let u be a unitary element in M, write
{u}" = C(ί2) (where {u}" is the double commutant of [u] in M and C(ίl) is the
algebra of all complex-valued continuous functions on a Stone space O [ 4 ]) and let
Ωo be the open set [ω, ω€ ίl, u(ω)=£Ϊ}, then 1 — u is invertible in iV if and only if

oo

O0 is dense in ί l and there exist clopen subsets On such that \J Ωn = Ωo and {%ίln}
71 = 3

(where %ΩΛ is the characteristic function of On for each n) is an SDD, that is,
%ίlΛΐ(n) and 1—Xίln is a finite projection in M for each n([8], Definition 3.1).
Then we have

PROPOSITION 2.1. For any AW*-algebra M,N is *-isomorphic toC(M).

PROOF. Note first by([ 3 ], Theorem 2. 3) that N is a Baer*-ring in the sense of
[7]. By axiom (2), for any xeN with x=x*, x+i 1 and x—i 1 are invertible inNand
(x+iiy^ix—il)'1 € {x]"(the double commutant of [x}inN). Let u=(x—il)(x+il)-\
then u is a unitary element in M and 1—u is invertible in JV. Therefore by axiom
( 3 ), there is an SΌΌ{en} in {u\f such that uen—en is invertible in enMen for each n.
Observe that [x]"Γ)M= {u}" and Λ: = ί(l + u){l-u)~\ xen = i(l4-u)(l-«)"^Λ € Af
for each w. Therefore for any x^iV with x = yx-\-iy^yx,y2 zNSa the self-adjoint
part of N)let Wi(resp. «2) be the Cayley transform of 3^(resp. y2), then there exist
SDD'sK(l)}(c {ux}") and {en(2)}(c {u2}") such that y Λ ( l ) , 3 % ( 2 ) ^ M f o r all
«. Now put ^n(l)Λ^n(2), ^ w = enxen and / Λ = [xen)-\e^Λ[Λ:*^)"1!^] where
x~x\e\ is the largest projection right-annihilating (1—e)α: in iV(note that iV is a
Baer^-ring and by axiom (1) it has no new projections), then by the definition and
([ 8 ] Lemma 3.1), {en} and [fn] are SDD's and {xn,fn} is an EMO(according
to ([ 8 ], Definition 3.1), a pair of sequences {xn,fn} with xn € M and fn € Mv (the
set of all projections in M) is an EMO if {fn} is an SDD and m<n implies
Xnfm = Xmfm a^ Xn*fm = xm*fm) Let us consider the Cayley transforms of the
real and imaginary parts of the MO[xn,fn] ([ 8 ], Definition 3. 4 and Theorem 3.1.
Two EMO's fe , ^} and {yn,fn} are equivalent if there exists an SDD{#n} such
that xngn — yngn, xn*9n — yn*9n for all n. [xn, en] is its equivalence class and
is said a "measurable operator" (MO)). Then, an easy calculation shows that
[l/2(xn+xn*)> fn] = [yien, en], [l/2i(xn-xn*), fn] = [y2en, enl{yλ +il)-ιen € M for
each n and (/l + I ^ A ^ J ) " 1 = [(^l+ί l ) " ^ n ^ J . Therefore the Cayley transform
of [l/2(:rn+:rn*),/n] (resp. [l/2i(xn-xn*)Jn]) is ^(resp. u2). Thus for any x, [xn,fn]
is uniquely determined. Set Φ(x) = [xn,fn]> then by a direct calculation Φ is one to
one, linear and "̂ -preserving map of N into C[M). For any x,y and xyzNy let
{eΛx)}> [fn(x)}> {en(y)}> [fn(y)}> [en(xy)} and [fn(xy)} be SΌTTs such that Φ(x)
=[en(x)xen(x),fn(x)]9 Φ(y)=[en(y)yen(y)9fn{y)] and Φ(xy)=[en{xy)xyen(xy), fn(xy)]>
then since Φ(x)Φ(y) = [en(x)xen(x)en{y)yen(y)y gn] for some SDD{^n} by ([8],
Theorem 3.1), the SDD{Λn}(where hn=fn(x)Afn(y)Λfn(xy)Λ((yen(y))-*[en(x)])
Λ {{xnen[x))'ι[en{y)'\) Λ (xyen(y))-ι[ejp]\) Λ (y*X*en[x))~l[en(y)])) implements the
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equivalence {en(x)xen(x)en(y)yen(y), gn} = {en(xy)xyen{xy),fn{xy)}. Thus Φ is a
^-isomorphism of N into C{M). Using axiom ( 3 ) and Cayley transform, it is easy
to see that this map Φ is onto. This completes the proof.

Now let Moo be the c*-sum of a family (M4) of AW^-algebras, £o(resρ. &) be
the algebra of MO(Λfoo) (resp. Λft) and let 3) be the set of all families A = (at)
with a^d and ai^[xn{i),en{i)] such that \\xn(i)en(i)\\^=kn for all i for each n
where kn is a positive real number which is independent on i. The operations in
3) are coordinatewise, then one knows that 3) is a ^-algebra over the complex
numbers field with unit 1 = (1) which contains M as the *-subalgebra.

PROPOSITION 2. 2. Lέtf 5) fo defined as above. Then 3) is *-isσmorphic

tθ Coo.

PROOF. We have only to show that 3) satisfies axioms ( 1 ) — ( 3 ) mentioned in
the first paragraph of this section. Since for any xz Coo, l+x*x is invertible in CU
and O ^ C L + a A c ) " 1 ^ ! . , it is easy to verify that 3) satisfies axioms ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) .
For any A = (at) € 3) with A = A*, let u be the Cayley transform of A and
{w}" = C(β) (where C(β) is the algebra of continuous complex-valued functions on
a Stone space β ) . Since 1—u is invertible in 3), β 0 == {<*>; w ( ω ) ^ l ] is dense in
β. Taking an increasing sequence {rn} of positive numbers satisfying rn > kn for
each n and we define clopen subset β n = {ω; |«(ω) — 1 | > 2 / ( ( r n ) 2 + l)1 / 2}~. Note
that if ei = (Λ^)where α;* = 0(i^j) and .zj = 1 (the unit of M 4), then et is a central
projection of ΛL and M^e^Mi, we can easily show that (1 — XΩ,n)ei is finite
for each i, which implies {Xί2n} is an SDD. Conversely if for given unitary
element u of Moo, there is an SDD{tfn} which satisfies the condition of axiom ( 3 ) ,
we can take a self-adjoint element x of C*> such that u is the Cayley transform of
(xet) (z3)). Thus 3) satisfies axiom ( 3 ) , which implies 3) = Coo. The proposition
follows.

Note ( 1 ) . In Proposition 2.1, the axiom ( 3 )cannot be dropped. In fact, let
H be an infinite dimensional Hubert space and 3){H) be the algebra of all bounded
linear operators on H. Then an easy calculation shows that the algebra of M O
affiliated with $(H) is exactly 3)[H). Now suppose given a countable set of infinite
dimensional Hubert spaces Hl9 H2, , let K be tht direct sum of the spaces
HVH2, -. We may suppose that for each i, Hi becomes a subspace of K. For
any family (Γ t) with Tts£(Ht) (for each i) set D{TCTύ)= [ξ; Σ J Λ T Y P ϋ Γ < <*>
where Pi is the orthogonal projection on ί f j and define a linear operator T(Γ<> on
D(TCT0) by TiT0ξ=^iPiTiPiξ, ξ^D(TCTi,)9 then T ( Γ | > is a densely defined closed
linear operator such that T ( T o * = T ( Γ Γ ) . Let ̂  = {TCΓi); T t € ^ ( H t ) } , then for

T<τo> T<so z Sϊ and a complex number λ, TCTt+So = TζT0 + Tc 5 <) (where Γ ( Γ i ) + ^ , )
is the minimal closed extension of Tcτo + T ( 5 < ) ) , XTσo = Tciτo andT ( W i ) = T ( Γ i ) T ( 5 | )
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(where TCT0 TCS0 is the minimal closed extension of T ( Γ <)T ( 5 |)). Thus 3)' is a

*-algebra with unit relative to the sum + and product which contains the c*-sum
oo

H SB(HJi of (-S(Ht)) as the *-subalgebra and it is easy to verify that SJ satisfies
4 = 1

axioms (1) and (2). Let us consider an element TC n l β ) in 3)' where l n is the

identity operator on Hn for each n and suppose gf is *-isomorphic to Cί H ^(Hn)\,

then there is a ^-isomorphism φ of Sf onto C\ Π •#(#»)} such that 0(T ( n ] >)
\n-l /

= [*.,/J ([ 8 ]) ([smjm] € ̂  Π (-«(«•))) . Thus φ(T<nU>)φ(Pn) = nφ(Pn) and

Φ(TCnίn)φ(Pn)fm=nφ(Pn)fm=smfm for each m and Λ. Since φ(Pn)fm Φ 0, Λ = \\sjm\
I °° \

for all m and w. This is a contradiction and iZ)' is not ̂ -isomorphic to C Π &Hn) -
\n-l /

We also note that the above example is a negative one to the problem mentioned
in the introduction.

3. The algebra of locally measurable operators" affiliated with an
,ATF*-algebra. Let M be an arbitrary AW^-algebra and let C(M) be the algebra
of MO(Λf).

DEFINITION 3.1. An essentially locally measurable operator affiliated with
Λf(ELMO(Λf)) is an indexed family of ordered pairs {xa,ea} where xa^C{M)
and {ea} is an orthogonal family of central projections such that Σβeβ = 1.

DEFINITION 3.2. Two ELMO(M)'s{α:«,^α} and {yβ,fβ} are equivalent,
denoted by {x.9ea} = {yβ,fβ}9 if eafβxa = eafβyβ for all a and β.

Since C(M) is a Baer*-ring, it is immediate that the relation just defined is
an equivalence relation.

DEFINITION 3.3. An equivalence class (xa,ea) of an ΈLMO(M){xa,ea} is
called a "locally measurable operator affiliated with Λf"(LMO(Λf)); the set of all
LMO(M) is denoted by JM(M) and we use letters x,y,z, * for the elements of

We shall define the algebraic operations in Jli[M). If (x«,ea) and [yβ,fβ) are
LMO(Λf )'s and λ is a complex number, we define X(xa, ea) = (\xa, ea), (xa, ea) + (yβ>fβ)
= {xa+yβ, eafβ), (xa, ea)* = ((x«)*, ea) and (xa, ea)(yβ9fβ) = (xayβ, eafβ).
Since C(M) is a Baer^-ring, the above definitions are unambiguous. With these
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definitions, 3ί{M) becomes a *-algebra over complex numbers. By the Baer*-ring
property of C(M), it is easy to see that x( £ C{M)) *(x, l)((x, l)is an equivalence
class of an ELMO(M) {x,l])is a *-isomorphism of C(M) into 3ί{M) and (1,1)
is the unit element ot 31{M). To simplify the notations, we shall denote (x, 1)
by x\ and thus M is a *-subalgebra of <_5f/(M).

LEMMA 3.1. / / x=(xa,ea) € 3ί{M) and all the xa are ίnvertible in C(M),
then x is ίnvertible in 3ί{M) and x~ι = ((xa)~\ ea).

PROOF. x((xa)-\ ea) = (xa,, ea,)((xa)-\ ea) = (xa,(xa)-\ ea, ea) = (1, ea) = (1,1) = 1.
The lemma follows.

LEMMA 3. 2. If x <= 3ί{M) with x=x*, then we can write x= (xa, ea) with
(xa)* = xa for each a.

Now let x € C{M) and {ea} be an orthogonal family of central projections such
that xea^0 for all a and 2αeα=l> then x^O. In fact, since C{M) is a
Baer^-ring, x is automatically self-adjoint and by [ 8 ] we can write x = [xn, en]
with xn — x^ for each n. By the assumption enxnenea^0 for all n and a. Noting
that ea € {enxnen}" for all n, if we assume that there are a non-zero projection
g € {enxnen}" and a real number δ < 0 such that genxnen 5g δg, then gea = 0 for
all a, which implies g = 0, contradicting the above result gΦO. Thus enxnen ^ 0
for all n and by ([8], Theorem 5.5), x^O follows.

THEOREM 3.1. 31{M) satisfies axioms (1) and (2) mentioned in the
first paragraph of this section and 3ί{M)is a Baer*-ring.

PROOF. Suppose x = (xa, ea), y = (yβ,fβ) € JH(M), and a*x+y*y = 1. Then
(Xa*x*+yβ*yβ)eafβ=eafβ for all a and β, xa^xaeafβ^fβ for all β, which implies
by the considerations following Lemma 3. 2, xa*xaea :g 1. Therefore .rαeα € M and
l|^α^α||^l. By ([5] Lemma 2.5), there is a unique element xzM such that
xea—xaea. This implies x= (x,l) = xe M. By the same way y € M. Now for
any x = (̂ «,eα) ̂  31{M), l + x*x = (l + xa*Xa, ea). Therefore by Lemma 3.1, l + x*x
is invertible in 3ί{M) and (l + a*x)-ι=((l+a*xΛ)-\eu). Since (1+^Λr.)" 1 €Λf
and ( I + Λ T Λ C . ) - 1 ^ ! for each Λ, by ([5] Lemma i δ M l + A ) " 1 ^ . Thus
JK(Λf) satisfies axioms (1) and (2). By ([3] Theorem 2.3) Jlt(M) is a Baer^-
ring. This completes the proof.

Now we discuss the spectral theory for JM{M). Let xz 3i{M) with x — x*9

then x+il is invertible in 31{M). Put u= (x—il)(x'\-il)~1

9 u is unitary in M
and {x}"ίlM= {#}". Write {w}" = C(ίl) (where C(ί2) is the algebra of complex-
valued continuous functions on a Stone space ί2). We may write x~ (xa,ea) with
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Xa — Xa* and {l — u)ea = 2iea(xa+il)~1 for all a. Since ea € {«}", let Ωα be the
clopen subset of Ω corresponding to e«, then Ωo = {ω; w(ω) 7̂  1} is dense in Ω and

00

there exist clopen subsets Ω,n{a) such that \J Ω,n(a) = Ωo Π Ωα and %Ωα—%Ωn(a) is a
n=l

finite projection for each n and α:. Conversely for given unitary element u € M, if
ί i o = {<*>; u{ω)^l] is dense in Ω and there are clopen subsets Ωα and Ωjcή such that

00

\J Ωn(a) = Ωo Π Ω«, %Ωα is a central projection for each α: and {λΏn(a!)} is an

SDD in Mea, then ŵ α is a Cayley transform of some self-adjoint element xa of
C{M)ea. A direct calculation shows that u is the Cayley transform of (xa,ea) € c5fί(Af).

PROPOSITION 3.1. Leί uzMu, write {«}" = C(Ω) zwϊΛ Ω
([4]) αwJ Ẑ ί Ω o = {ω; u{ω)Φl}. Then 1 — u is invertible in 3i{M) if and
only if Ωo is dense in Ω and there exist families {Ωα} and (Ωn(α:)} of clopen

00

subsets such that u«Ωα = Ω, ΩαΠΩ0 = \JΏn(d), %Ωα ώ α central projection for
71 = 1

each a and {%Ωn(α:)} z*5 αw SDD m MχQafor each a. In this case, u is the

Cayley transform of some self-adjoint element of 3ί[M).

COROLLARY. Let x be a self-adjoint element of <3M(M), and u be its
Cayley transform. Then we can write x — (xa, ea) with xa = [xn(cή, ejpή] such
that xn{a), en(a)z{u}", xn(a)en(a)ea = xn(ά) = xn(oή* and xn{af \{n) {that is,

Next we introduce a partial order in the self-ad joint part of JM(M).

DEFINITION 3.4. An element xz 3ί(M) is non-negative (x^O) if x = y*y
for some y e 3ί[M). If x,y <= 3ά{M) are self-ad joint, write x^y iί y—x^0.

To show that 3ί{M)s.a. (the self-adjoint part of 3ί{M)) form a partially
ordered real linear space with respect to this order, we have only to prove the
following:

PROPOSITION 3. 2. Let x be a self-adjoint element of 31{M), u be its
Cayley transform. Then the following four conditions are equivalent:

(1) x^O,
( 2 ) we can write x = (yβ,fβ) with yβz^O for each β;
( 3 ) <λμ) [the spectrum of u)c [eiθ: -π^θ^O};
( 4 ) we may write x = (xa, ea) with xa = [xn{a\ en(cή] such that xn{cή, en(a)

€ {u\\ xn{a)en(a)ea = xn(ct)^0 and xn(a)\(n) for each a.
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Observe that for any family [yβ] of self-ad joint elements in C(M) and a
negative number λ, (yβ+il)^ —λl)" 1 zMand \\(yβ+i 1 ) ( ^ — λl)" 1 ! ! t^k for some
positive number k which is independent on β, by ([ 5 ] Lemma 2. 5), ( 2 ) >( 3 )
follows. The proofs of ( 1 ) >( 2 ), (3 ) *( 4 ) >{ 1) are the same as those of
([ 8 ], Theorem 5. 5), so we omit them.

COROLLARY. If X^O {χzJH{M)), then there exists a unique y^O in
<M{M) such that x = y2 and yz {x}", that is to say, the Baer*-ring 3ί{M)
satisfies the (SR)-axiom in the sense of ([ 7 ] p.37).

Proof is the same as that of ([ 8 ] Corollary 5. 2).

DEFINITION 3.5. Let x£<3ί(M) with x^09 write y=x1/2 for the unique
^O in {x}" such that x = y2. For x^3ί(M)9 write \x\ ={x*x)1/2.

THEOREM 3. 2. For any x € <3ί(M)9 let u[resp. v) be the Cayley transform
of x*x{resp. xx*)9 e = UP(l+u) and / = L P ( l + τ ; ) . Then we may write
x = w\x\, where w is a partial isometry such that w*w = e, ww*=f In
particular e^f and e = RP(Λ), / = LP( r).

PROOF. By [ 4 ], we may write {w}"(resp. {v}") as the algebra C(ίl) (resp. C(Γ))
of continuous complex-valued functions on a Stone space ί l (resp. Γ). A direct
calculation shows by ([ 3 ], Lemma 2.1) that the characteristic function of [ω; u(ω) + 1
^ 0 } - (resp. {7; v(7) +1=5*0}") is e = RP( ε) (resp. f=lP(x)). Now let x*x
= (ya,ea) such that ya = [yn{a)y en(a)]9 yn{a), eja) € {u}"9 yn{oή^0, yn(a) | (n)
and yn{a)en{a)ea = yn(a). For each yn(a)9 we can choose families {cl(oή}, {el(cή}
satisfying the conditions ( 1 ) — ( 5 ) in the proof of ([ 8 ], Theorem 6. 3). Now let
cl = (cl(a), ea) ( € JH(M))9 en

n = ^A{a)ea and en = ^aen{a)ea> then we have x*x{clf
= en

m and έ*fin\e(m,n). In fact, x*x{d)2 = (ya,ea) {(cl{a))\ea) = (ya{cn

m(cή)\ea)
= (yn{a)(cl(a))2,ea) = (el(a),ea)?,ael(a)e = el. The last statement is proved by the
same method as that of ([ 8 ], Theorem 6. 3). Thus 3i(M) satisfies the (EP)-aχiom
in the sense of ([ 7 ], ρ.37). Therefore by ([ 7 ] Appendix II, Theorem 2), x=w\x\
with w*w = e, ww* =f It remains to prove the unicity of such decomposition.
Let x=wxy with ^ ^ 0 , w{*Wι = e, ey = y, then x*x = yey=y2 and by the unicity
of the square root of x*x, y=\x\ and w1\x\2 = w\x\2 implies w\x\2{cl)2

= w\x\2(CmY, Wγe^we7^ for all m, n. wxe=we> that is, Wχ = w. This completes
the proof.

4. Algebraic structure of JM[M). S.K.Berberian showed in([2], Lemma):
Let M be a finite ΛW^-algebra, and {ea} a set of orthogonal central projections with
2 α £ α =l. Then C(M) is isomorphic to the complete direct sum of {C(M)ea}. As
we showed in Note in section 2, we cannot drop the condition that M is of
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finite class, but we have

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose M^ is a c*-sum of a family (MJ of AW*-algebras9

JHoo(resp. JMJi is the algebra of LMO's affiliated with Moo{resp. Mt). Then
JMoo is the complete direct sum of the 3tt.

PROOF. Let S be the complete direct sum of the 3ί0 that is the set of all
families x = (xt) with xt € 3l% with coordinatewise operations and let e5 = (xt) with
xt=0 if iΦj and Xj=lj the unit of 31). Then for any x€ 3ίoo with x=(xa, ea)(xa

sCiMoo)), observe that C(M00)ei^ C(Mt) (the algebra of MO's of Λί,) if we put
xt= {xaep efi^, then xt € 3ίt and(^) € S is uniquely determined by x € 3i*>. By an
easy calculation x >(xt) is a ^-isomorphism of 3ίco into <5. By the nature of the
construction, it is easy to show that this map is onto. This completes the proof.

Because of the inherent nature of the construction of 3ί(M)9 we have:

THEOREM 4. 2. Let M and N be AW*-algebras and 3ί(M) (resp. 31{N))
be the algebra of LMO{M)'s (resp. LMO(N)'s). There exists a one to one
correspondence between the *-isomorphisms Φ: 3ί{M) *3ί{N) and the *-isomor-
phisms φ: M >N and the correspondence Φ *φ is obtained by restricting
Φ to M. Moreover for any e <= Mp9 the algebra of all LMO's of eMe is
*-isomorphic to e 3ί{M)e.

THEOREM 4. 3. 3ί{M) is regular in the sense of [10] if and only if M
is finite.

PROOF. Suppose M is finite, then 3ί(M) = C(M) and C(M) is regular by
([ 1 ], Corollary 7.1). Conversely if 3ί(M) is regular, and suppose M is not finite,
then there exists a family of increasing projections {et} in M such that 1—ei is
not finite and e% \ 1. By the same way as in the proof of ([ 8 ], Theorem 6. 2), we
can find a non-negative invertivle elements in M. Thus there is y € 3ί[M) with
y = (ya,ea) and ys=sy=l. Since C(M)ea = C(Mea)9 we can show that (l—en)ea is
finite for each n and a, and contradicting the choice of {ej, that is, M is of finite
class. This completes the proof.

5. Complements. We first remark the following: (1) If M has the
monotone convergence property, that is, it satisfies that if {an} is a monotone
increasing sequence of self-adjoint elements in M such that an rg b (n = 1,2, 3, )
for some self-adjoint element b of M, then Sup an exists with respect to the
ordering defined in Definition 3. 4, then so does 3i(M\ ( 2 ) If M has the monotone
convergence property, and if x,yz ,3i{M) satisfy O^x^y, then x1/2^yΊ/2. The
proofs are the same as those of [ 3 ], so we omit them. The rest of this section
is devoted to the non-commutative integration theory.
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DEFINITION 5.1. We call that a sequence {x(n)} of 3i{M) converges
nearly everywhere (or converges n. e.) to an element x in <3tt{M) if for any
positive £, there exist a positive integer no(β) and an SDD{en(£)} such that
\(x(n)-x)en(S)\ ^ ε l for all n^

REMARK. By the same way as that in C(M), we can show that a limit n.e
is unique.

Now let M be a von Neumann algebra and r be a faithful normal semi-finite
trace on M, then we have

PROPOSITION 5.1. If xz <3ί{M) is integrable with respect to T, that is,
there exists a sequence {x(n)} of elements of τ-finite rank such that x(n) *•
x n.e. and τ( \x{n)— x{m)\) >0(n,m ^oo), then x

PROOF. Let x=w\x\ be the polar decomposition of x, then w*x(n) > | x | n . e.
and r(\w*x(n)— w*x(m) |) *0(m,n >oo), that is, \x\ is integrable with respect
to T. Let u be the Cayley transform of \x\, then l + u=(l/i)(—u+l)\x\ implies
\+u is integrable with respect to T. Write [u]" =C(ίl) with ί l a Stone space
([4]), and let O0 = [ω; u(ω)Φl}. Set On = [ω; \u(ω)-l\

then no = \Jnn and Ωc

nc [ω; \u(ω) +11 >2n/(ri> +1)3/2} ~. Let fn be the projection

corresponding to the clopen set {α>; |w(ω) + l | >2n/(n2 + lY/v}~, then write wn

= (l+w(ω))"ifn and observe wn € Λί, and we have wn(l+u)=fn is also τ-integrable,
that is, fn is τ-finite. Thus XΩ,c

n is a finite projection and {%On} is an SDD.
Therefore by([ 8 ], Theorem 5.1), \x\ e C(M) and χ=w\x\ z C{M). The proposition
follows.

The result of this paper should prove to be useful for attacking the Widom's
problem concerning to the "Embedding as a double commutator in algebras of type
1" for the semi-finite case. We propose to investigate this in a subsequent paper.
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